
PATCHWORK CUSHION
This is a great beginner’s project as it’s quick to piece

together and there are no seams to match. Choose colourful
prints to really stand out on a white background and create a
statement piece for your home. Shop an array of  fat quarters

from your local stockist, and get creative!

Essentials
Assorted printed fabrics
White cotton
Backing fabric, 30cm x 42cm, two 
Wadding, 45cm square
Cushion pad, 40cm square
Coordinating sewing thread

Choose a heavier weight
fabric from your local
retailer for the back of

your pillow, to match the
weight of  the quilted front.

SEW A CUSHION

1Cut 16, 7.5cm squares from printed
fabrics, plus 12, 3cm x 7.5cm

rectangles, three 3cm x 33cm dividing
strips, two 5.5cm x 33cm and two 5.5cm 
x 42cm border strips from white cotton. 
Cut two 30cm x 42cm rectangles from
backing fabric.

2 Lay the printed squares in rows 
of four, until you are happy with your

design. Pin and stitch a white rectangle to
the right-hand edge of the first three
designs in the top row, with a 5mm seam
allowance. Join the three pairs together,
then add the fourth square. Press all the
seams open. Make up another three rows in 
the same way.

3Sew the top edge of the first dividing
strip to the bottom of the top row and

press the seam open. With right sides
facing, join the second row of squares to
the bottom edge of the strip, then repeat
for the other two. Add the two short border
strips to the sides and sew the long border
strips to the top and bottom edges. Press
all seams open.

4Place 45cm of wadding on top of white
cotton and cut to the same size as the

cushion top. With the patchwork panel on
top, right side up, pin the three layers
together. Stitch each seam in the ditch,
working across the dividing strips. Trim the
finished panel to 42cm square.

5Hem one long edge of each 30cm x
42cm piece of backing fabric. With right

sides facing, and raw edges matching, place
both back panels on top of the quilted front,
overlapping them in the middle. Pin and
stitch all the way around the outside with a
1cm seam allowance. Trim the corners, turn
right side out and press lightly. Insert the
cushion pad.

HAVE FUN WITH FABRIC WITH OUR




